RESIDENTS FACE PHYSICAL EXAMS BEFORE LEAVING

"Everyone is going to be shocked," said a Kansas City resident. Persons with a serious illness or condition before they leave the area will be examined, according to Dr. Podicord, chief of the Project for relocation.

More than 3,000 students in the relocation centers have applied for student relocation, and of those, 1,136 are relocated, Thomas R. Bodine, field director for the Student Relocation Council of Kansas, announced.

Some of the students have applied in 282 different colleges in 38 different states in the union, ranging from Maine, Massachusetts, and New York to Texas and New Mexico.

There has been no single outburst of incidents occurring during the past week in the Kansas City Area, Bodine said.

The church groups have strong influence in these communities, and there is almost a complete lack of prejudice in this area," he said.

Mr. Kennedy, area supervisor of the Kansas City Area, was here in the area this week to work with various other relocation offices to help with relocation issues.
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CONDITIONS IN GENERAL ARE GOOD IN THE CHICAGO AREA

This report on relocation opportunities and conditions in the Chicago area is made by Elmer Shirrell, relocation supervisor of the Chicago office.

This is one of the richest agricultural areas in the United States and we have many offers of employment in practically every type of farming—small grain, livestock, poultry, vegetables, dairying, fruit and specialty crops. Farming here has the advantage of being closer to the big markets, but of course differs from the kind of farming that is done on the West Coast. There are opportunities for evacuees to buy or lease land, but before doing so, it would be advisable for them to take farm jobs working for other employers and thus obtain firsthand information on soil conditions, climate, crops and markets before investing their own money.

It seems to me that these farm jobs offer the best opportunities for the issei and their families. I would also like to see more issei coming out to take some of these good domestic jobs in which the man would work in the garden and take care of the grounds while his wife does the housework. With such jobs they wouldn't have to worry about finding a place to live, or about the high cost of living since living quarters are very cheap for employers. Such jobs pay all the way from $125 to $200 per month, depending on skill, and would give the older people a chance to live outside the crowded city districts and in the friendliest of surroundings.

RENT, FOOD UNDER OPA CEILINGS

Most of the evacuees who have settled in Chicago like it very much. It offers all the advantages of a big city, while the people are as friendly as one would expect to find in a small town. As is true all over the country, living costs are considerably higher than before the war, but even so they were not much higher when I came here in January than they were at Klamath Falls near the Tule Lake Center during the same period.

Rents and food costs are under OPA ceilings. This thing we Californians miss most is an abundance of fresh fruits and vegetables at low cost. And, of course, evacuees who expect to find five or six-room California style bungalows to live in are likely to be disappointed. Most of the residential districts are in the suburbs, while people living close to the downtown section generally make their homes in flats and apartment buildings. As is true in Los Angeles or San Francisco, people consider themselves fortunate if they live within 40 minutes of where they work, but transportation lines into Chicago from the suburbs are fast and convenient.

SCHOOLS AMONG BEST IN COUNTRY

Schools in Chicago and the surrounding area are among the best in the country and practically all are open to evacuees. There are many small colleges as well as trade and vocational schools of all kinds. Some of the world's most famous art galleries and museums are located here; there are opportunities for all kinds of sports and all types of entertainment; the area abounds in lakes and beautiful parks and playgrounds.

All in all, the Chicago territory, embracing the states of Illinois, Indiana, and Wisconsin, offers a fine opportunity for evacuees to relocate and establish new homes for themselves, and WRA offices in Chicago and other towns in the area are prepared to help them in every way possible.
MID-WEST WAGES NOT HIGH BUT LIVING COST LOWER
(Continued from page 1)

the work he does and not by the color of his skin.

High wages in the Mid-West are not plentiful except, perhaps, in those few areas where housing is a real problem. On the other hand, living costs in the Mid-west, with the exception of the highly industrialized section, are not excessively high.

By taking these facts into consideration, and laying plans for a future of post-war upheaval in which millions of uprooted soldiers and defense workers in the struggle for economic existence, the Nisei will be assuming his own and his family's security. Thus Relocation can find its happy ending in a plan for the future and not at a hectic hunt for the highest paying job.

Mrs. Kennedy is available at the Placement Office, and he will be very happy to talk with colonists interested in the Mid-West, either in groups or as individuals.

STUDENT RELLOCATION:
COUNCIL EAGER TO HELP

(Continued from page 1)

Bill Murakami, former Toledo Lapeotch worker in Tule Lake, who was elected vice-president of the student government at Drake, Wesleyan, South Dakota; Kenji Onishi, former Denver, Colorado, was elected president of the student government at Cleveland College of Ohio; and Lilian Ota, formerly of Tonfuran, graduated from Wellesley, Massachusetts, and competed for five graduate fellowships at Yale, Columbia, Michigan, and won all of them with all expenses paid.

Although opportunities for graduates and advanced technical students in nursing are rather limited at the present time, opportunities for student nurses are great in the Middle West, and East," stated Bodine.

Bodine is leaving the Project Tuesday and Mrs. Haru Tanabe will assist students who wish to relocate. Those who are interested may contact her at her office at the high school administration.

BROWNIES TO MEET

Brownie Scouts are holding a casting at 8:30 p.m. every Friday night, and at 3:08 every Tuesday from 4 p.m. All girls interested in joining the club are invited to attend.

DOMESTIC WORKERS
...3 offers for couples in Pontiac, Lansing and Detroit, Mich. Salaries from $125-800 per mo.

LAUNDRY WORKERS
...20-35 men for pinsetters, by a line plus room and board at Facilities, Cleveland, Ohio, (La Vegas)...

KITCHEN WORKERS
...10 men as general kitchen helpers at 55¢ per hr.

COOKS
...3 offers for couples in Pontiac, ...4 pm...

and at 3108 every Tuesday from 4 pm. All girls interested in joining the club are invited to attend.
HILLMEN TROUNCE BY WAREHOUSE IN 7-0 UPSET

With the aid of a brilliant six-hit shut-out pitching performance by left-handed Spike Muraoka and scores batted down for 4 times at bat, which included a homer and a triple, the Warehouseman upset and thoroughly trounced a favored Hillmen nine, 7-0, last Sunday afternoon. This leaves only two undefeated teams in the Major Hardball League, Okole House and the Warehouse.

Young George Goto went the route for the Hillman and was touched for 12 hits, three of which came in the opening frame and resulted in 1 run.

Two more runs were scored in the third when Horita got to first on a fielder's choice, Ikeda triple to right to send him across, and Kurahara singled thru short to score Ikeda.

Goto tightened down after that until the eighth frame when he let up again. After Tanaka was safe on a fielder's choice, Sorakubo hit a three-bagger to send him across. Then Horita walked to put a man on first and third, and Ikeda hit a round-tripper into deep right field.

This made the count 7-0 in favor of the Warehouse and was touched for 12 hits, three of which came in the opening frame and resulted in 1 run.
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Goto tightened down after that until the eighth frame when he let up again. After Tanaka was safe on a fielder's choice, Sorakubo hit a three-bagger to send him across. Then Horita walked to put a man on first and third, and Ikeda hit a round-tripper into deep right field.
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Goto tightened down after that until the eighth frame when he let up again. After Tanaka was safe on a fielder's choice, Sorakubo hit a three-bagger to send him across. Then Horita walked to put a man on first and third, and Ikeda hit a round-tripper into deep right field.
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Goto tightened down after that until the eighth frame when he let up again. After Tanaka was safe on a fielder's choice, Sorakubo hit a three-bagger to send him across. Then Horita walked to put a man on first and third, and Ikeda hit a round-tripper into deep right field.
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Goto tightened down after that until the eighth frame when he let up again. After Tanaka was safe on a fielder's choice, Sorakubo hit a three-bagger to send him across. Then Horita walked to put a man on first and third, and Ikeda hit a round-tripper into deep right field.
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